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HEY
FRIENDS!
You’ve made it! You are headed off to accomplish something
that you have worked so hard for, but we know that the work
has only just begun! We hope that you have celebrated this
amazing accomplishment and continue to celebrate the wins
along the way. We wanted to put together this document that
has tips, tricks, and advice that will hopefully help to make the
transition into your first year of vet school just a little easier!
Hopefully, by compiling pieces of advice from so many of us,
from different schools, at different points in our journey, you’ll
find things that you connect with and that work for you.
Remember that this next chapter isn’t just about the studying
and your grades (they are important, but not everything). This
is your time to grow as a student, individual, and future
doctor. Take time to meet new people, gain new skills, get
involved in things you’re passionate about, and remember that
your learning will be life-long, not just the next four years!
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HOW WE TAKE NOTES

You will probably try out multiple styles of note-taking
during vet school. Sometimes you have to switch it up each
semester, and sometimes even for each different course.
There might be a lot of trial and error to find what works for
you, but here are examples of how we took notes for ideas!
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HOW WE TAKE NOTES
COURTNEY

@DogtorCourt

REPETITION, REPETITION, REPETITION
For me, learning new material is all about repetition. I
also tend to recall more when I physically write out
my notes whether that be on my iPad using my
Notability app or with pen and paper.

1ST EXPOSURE

TAKING NOTES

My first exposure to the material is during class where I will take notes
directly onto the powerpoint slides with the use of my Notability app on
my iPad. It helps to be able to annotate as the professor is expanding on
topics and highlight important details that are emphasized throughout
the lecture (or star (*) things that are bound to be test questions).

SYDNEY

@DayDVM

TAKING NOTES ON SLIDES
I import all of our lecture powerpoints into Notability so that I
can write directly on the slides. I find that I need to really pay
attention to what the lecturer is saying and if I focus too much
on my notes I can get lost on what they are saying. Sometimes I
will even listen to a lecture 1x without taking any notes so I can
just really take in the lecture and try to understand, then rewatch it later and take my notes that time. Taking notes on the
slides also allows me to just write additional info to help
comprehension without having to rewrite the whole slide.
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HOW WE TAKE NOTES
SAMI

@DogtorHamm
LECTURE OBJECTIVES

I always put the lecture objectives at the top of the page and keep those in
mind for the rest of the notes. Sometimes I split the notes up and answer
the lecture objectives. Other times I may just type out the lecture note
outline and bold anything that pertains to the lecture objectives, or
highlight them later as I am going through the outline.

STAY PRESENT
Make sure to pay attention
in lecture to keep up with
things that they
emphasize, so that you
can highlight and
star/circle things as
necessary (these usually
relate to the lecture
objectives).

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
When preparing for an exam, I then condense my notes and handwrite
the pieces of the lectures that I think are most important, to help
solidify those things in my mind.
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HOW WE TAKE NOTES
STEPHANIE

@Steph.VetMed

TYPING ON SLIDES
Before every lecture, I copy the powerpoint over to a google doc
so that I can type directly into it while the professor lectures. I
found that I study better in this format, rather than having all the
material spread out over hundreds of slides. If you can study off
of slides, more power to ya! I’m also a very visual learner, so
making tables from the material and highlighting important
details really helps!

MAKING TABLES FOR DISEASES
Etiology - Pathogenesis - Clinical Signs - Diagnosis - Treatment - Prevention

It also helps when trying
to compare diseases so
you know how one
stands out from
others. Since I am so
visual, I like highlighting
important information
that was stressed during
lecture, or that is unique.
I also color-code certain
highlighting/texts such
as green for important
numbers, navy blue for
treatments, etc.
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HOW WE TAKE NOTES
JUANCHO

@Juancho.the.student.vet

WHY TAKE NOTES ALONE?
Vet school is all about teamwork! If you are like me, you
will soon come to find out that you can’t always keep
up with your personal notes, like other individuals in
your class. I came to vet school thinking that writing out
my notes by hand, like I did throughout college, was
going to continue to work for me. THERE IS NO WAY
that you will have time to hand write the vast amount of
information that will be presented to you. Most people
in my class used OneNote. I found that many of my
classmates were open to sharing their notes with me. I
dedicated my lecture time to listening and writing down
only important points. To prepare for exams I would
combine my notes with those from my classmates to
help me clarify any details that I may have missed/not
understood.

PREP FOR PRACTICE
I started off with an iPad Pro, but the following year I switched to a laptop… I
can type much faster than what I can hand write. Getting used to typing will
also help you later on when you have to digitally type records/reports as a
practicing veterinarian.

PRO TIP:
game for
Up your typing
typing up
when you're
s as a doc!
records & report
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HOW WE TAKE NOTES
MATT

@Dr.Mattschiffman

TYPING ALONG WITH SUMMARIES
Using Microsoft OneNote, I will typically take notes during
lecture, typing bullets/summaries of what professors say
(so as long as they're not reading directly off the slides).

SOPHIE
SOPHIE

@Dogtor.Sophie
@Dogtor.Sophie

PAPERLESS WRITTEN NOTES
I used to print out lecture slides and write and draw on top of them but now I
have gone paperless by using my iPad and apple pencil to do the same thing.

LINDSEY

@TheBestisVettoCome

BE PRESENT IN LECTURE
My biggest take away from this is to be physically present in lecture! There
are less distractions and you are more likely to focus. You are also able to ask
questions or speak with a professor after class to elaborate on a topic.
I take notes on my iPad with an apple pencil. Before coming to class, I always
make sure the lecture is downloaded to my device and both are charged. I
am able to write on the slides and star important points I want to review later.
I use my “hand written” online lecture notes as my source to create review
guides to study and the stars come in hand to help emphasize key points for
the exam.
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HOW WE TAKE NOTES
NADA

@DogtorNada

FOCUS ON THE IMPORTANT PARTS
I used to write all my notes out by hand in my first year… I soon came to
realize that I was not only consuming a forest amount of trees in paper, but
also that it was impossibly hard to keep up with the amount of notes given
out. I soon realized that Adobe Acrobat Reader DC was my next best friend.
Since discovering it in 2nd year, I now download and open all my lectures
through the Adobe Reader, which allows me to write text, highlight, place
sticky notes, even draw your notes on the slides. This allowed me to focus on
the lecturer and only write notes that were needed. I was able to highlight,
underline, circle anything that was stressed was important – this helps me
later when structuring my study notes.

#VETSCHOOL
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HOW WE STUDY

We all know that vet school packs so much info into such a
short time, and learning to become the best doctors we can
be goes well beyond just taking notes. We're sharing a whole
bunch of study methods that we have used and that you can
try out for studying all the different topics you'll face!

#VETSCHOOL
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HOW WE STUDY
SAMI

@DogtorHamm

CHARTS
I like to summarize everything in charts, and what goes into them
depends on what the subject is. For example, this is a pharmacology chart
in which I included the drugs, description, what its used to treat, and
cautions to keep in mind when using that drug. If I'm making a disease
chart I may put the disease, signs/symptoms, diagnostics, treatment, and
a miscellaneous column.

D IA G R A M S

Drawing out diagra
ms and flow charts
are super
important for visu
al learners. I did th
is a lot for
anatomy, endocrin
ology, and diagno
ses/work
ups.
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HOW WE STUDY
SAMI
I have two white boards. My small
white board I take with me to
school or other places I study to
have with me. My larger white
board I use at home with bigger
concepts to draw out flow charts, as
well as write and re-write concepts.
I think a white board is crucial if you
are a visual learner or someone that
needs to write things out to make
them solidify in your mind.

@DogtorHamm
WHITE BOARDS

GOOGLE SLIDES
A friend of mine and I would put together google slides for various subjects
that would review the subject, then we would make questions and cases up
to help quiz ourselves and each other. We would each study it alone and then
work through it together and were able to help teach things to each other and
solidify our knowledge. It’s great to put in pictures, charts, diagrams, and to
make up short answer, fill in the blank, or T/F questions to quiz yourself. I also
find making up questions helps you study as you’re going through it as well.

Group Study
Bonus!
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HOW WE STUDY
LINDSEY

@TheBestisVettoCome

AN UPGRADE FROM INDEX CARDS
My biggest struggle coming from college to veterinary school was
the use of index cards. I studied all through high school and college
solely with index cards and after the first week of vet school I
realized I wouldn’t be able to keep up with handwriting everything.
I started making these helpful charts like this one (even for NAVLE
studying now) and was able to use them like index cards by asking
myself the questions and covering the opposite side. It was an easy
way to not change my study style while making it much easier to
keep up with the amount of material.
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HOW WE STUDY
COURTNEY

@DogtorCourt

2ND EXPOSURE

REWATCHING

My second exposure is at home (generally it's not the same night and
more than likely near the time of the exam) where I will re-watch the
lecture via a recording on 2x speed and take ADDITIONAL notes on the
power point slides with my iPad. Why? Because honestly, my mind does
not stay focused the entire hour through class (I space out/answer a
message on my phone) so its helpful to listen in again and catch the
things I may have missed.

3RD EXPOSURE

STUDY GUIDES

My third exposure (if I have the time!) is with my SKETCH BOOK! I will reread the power points with my annotations and paraphrase them into
condensed study guides. I used to take notes on random pieces of
computer paper- lose them, damage them, you name it. But, I have
found that utilizing a sketch book is basically like having a bonded
notebook of computer paper which I love! I enjoy not having lined paper
for notes so I can draw diagrams, create pictures and charts and make
my notes "appealing". Its also helpful to have all your handwritten,
paraphrased study guides all in one place.

4TH, 5TH, 6TH EXPOSURES...
comes with re-reading all of my notes
over and over until exam day!
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HOW WE STUDY
SYDNEY

@DayDVM

DRAWN OUT STUDY GUIDES
I make study guides for each exam with the intention of getting to keep and
use them as reference info for myself in the future. I start by compiling a list
of everything that is covered in that block and will be on the exam, and
then I can re-organize the list into an order that makes the most sense for
my learning. I use info from the lecture slides with my notes, from
textbooks, or other assigned readings to put the guides together. I love
using Notability on my iPad to do this because I'm a super visual learner, so
anything that I can draw out instead of write makes a huge difference! I find
that I can recall images (i.e. at test time) better than words.

You can download a bunch of my STUDY GUIDES on my
website DayDVM.com in case you find them helpful!
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HOW WE STUDY
HILVY

@LifeofaVet

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER IN CHARTS
I really like to make charts of different diseases. Usually my tables
will include disease name, pathophysiology (also includes
etiology/signalment), clinical signs, diagnostic tests, and treatments.
It helps me organize my thoughts and not only has it been a good
study tool for tests, they've been great tools for the NAVLE too!
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HOW WE STUDY
HILVY

MORE EX
AMPLE C
HARTS

@LifeofaVet
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HOW WE STUDY
STEPHANIE

@Steph.VetMed

REPETITION & ACTIVE LEARNING
It’s no secret that you need to learn a TON of
information in vet school. Try not to procrastinate, and
aim to study a little bit every day. The more you review
the material, the easier it will be for you to recall it.
White boarding while studying has been a LIFE
CHANGER for me, because I am actively interacting
with the material instead of just passively reading it.

ENVIRONMENT
Find out what kind of study space works best for you. I
personally need to be in my own cubicle, ear plugs in,
and phone put away to be fully focused. Other people
learn best in a group setting, talking things out or
testing each other.

MOST IMPORTANTLY:

Do NOT compare yourself to others.

Don’t dwell on how many lectures the person next to
you got through in a day, or how organized their notes
look. Everyone has their own pace and way of studying.
The only person you need to be competing with is
yourself.
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HOW WE STUDY
LIANNE

@VetMedKid
Check out Lianne's
Youtube Channel

VetMedKid
for her videos about
studying (and loads
more) in vet school!
In this video, I share my tips for studying for veterinary school. These
tips are for theory exams (as opposed to practical) and are very exam
focused. It's important to remember that you're not just studying to
pass - you're studying to know the information well so that you can
save lives in the future!
I share 5 things that didn't work for me, a number of tips that did work
for me, tips specifically for studying for anatomy and pharmacology
and MY NUMBER ONE TIP.

Here are my top 10 study
tips for students...
specifically vet students!

3x 25 minutes study blocks
with 2x 5 minute breaks for
productive veterinary study!
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HOW WE STUDY
SOPHIE

@Dogtor.Sophie

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
I use the learning objectives to go through lectures and connect concepts
with each other and the bigger picture and write them out in essay format.
This takes a long time but I find it really helps me to understand the key
concepts in each lecture and their significance and helps me put it to
memory as well. I also draw out all of the important diagrams, and I will
often go through them and talk to myself out loud as if I am teaching
myself. Youtube videos (and text books) are helpful for any concepts that I
am unsure about and need further explanation.

Youtube videos are helpful for further
explanation of difficult concepts!

MATT

@Dr.MattSchiffman

COLOR-CODED OUTLINES
After lecture I will combine my notes from class with important
info from lecture slides and create an outline. I typically colorcode my outlines with varying degrees of colors as level of
importance (including highlights).

DIY CASE-BASED LEARNING
For classes and material that where cases may be more
beneficial, I will create my own cases on powerpoint to practice with.

#VETSCHOOL
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HOW WE STUDY
NADA

@DogtorNada

STUDY GROUPS
I am extremely grateful to have a group of friends who alongside me, write
up all our course notes in Google Docs. This allows us all to view and add in
extra notes even after the lecture ends. I can edit, format, add
labels/graphs/pictures and then print out my notes into a spiral book.
When it comes time for exams, I often will highlight aspects I think are
important and things I know I will forget otherwise. A week before the
exam, my friends and I will then get together and have days where we
study certain topics or courses and test one another! If you're not a group
studier, that’s fine too – just make sure to schedule in some breaks (I often
forget to eat or even see the sun on days I study alone).

PS. Always have
snacks on hand
(fyi - Welches please
sponsor me already!).
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HOW WE STUDY
JUANCHO

@Juancho.the.Student.Vet

PRIORITIZE WHAT WAS EMPHASIZED
I review old exams and all of the supplemented materials provided by each
professor, like study guides, to detect any reoccurring topics that are being
emphasized. I write these topics down and compile a list of things to focus
on, because you just can’t study every single thing you are taught. This
helps me prioritized specific sections when studying for exams. I was able
to optimize my precious study time as much as possible! Material that
appears over and over is likely to reappear at some point during an exam.

STUDYING WITH MUSIC
Believe it or not I began to supplement my study time
with CLASSICAL MUSIC. I used several playlists on
Spotify, but my favorite one is called “Intense Studying”.
This has helped me stay focused and motivated- try it
out, you will not regret it!

EXERCISE BREAKS
Study at your own pace – take breaks! I usually workout in between
intense study sessions or after a long day of lectures. This keeps me
energized and prevents me from burning out. Exercise helps me
alleviate any accumulated stress and anxiety, while giving me much
needed confidence and a positive attitude!

BUDDY SYSTEM!

onus!
tudy B
S
p
u
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Find yourself at least one study buddy! Once I have
done some studying of my own, I usually meet with my
study buddy and review all of the important topics with
her. We quiz, teach, and make fun of each other to
keep it entertaining lol. This is a great way to prepare
the night before an exam!

#VETSCHOOL
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HOW WE PLAN
& TIME MANAGE

Time management and planning are a huge part of your
success during Vet School! You will quickly find that you
have many hours of classes and labs to attend, as well as
finding time to be involved in extracurriculars, eat, work out,
hang out with friends, etc. There are plenty of ways to time
manage, and you will find your groove, but good news, we’ve
already found ours! Here are some ways we have found that
work for us.
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HOW WE TIME MANAGE
STEPHANIE

@Steph.VetMed

PLAN AHEAD
I like to put all my exams, assignments, meetings, and
important events in my calendar so that I can visualize
what I have coming up. When feeling overwhelmed
about the amount of material I need to study, breaking it
up into daily to-do lists makes it more digestible, and
gives me a sense of accomplishment when I check
something off.

SAMI

@DogtorHamm

USING A PLANNER
It doesn’t have to be anything expensive, it could even be Google
calendar or your calendar on your phone. It is so important to be
organized with planning your studying, extracurriculars, when things
are due, or lunch lectures you are wanting to attend.

DON'T GET DISTRACTED
Do not disturb or screen time limits on your phone. Your phone is one
of your biggest distractions. I would suggest either not having it
around or putting it on do not disturb while you’re studying. You can
also limit the amount of screen time you have daily to cut down on
how much you’re on your phone throughout the day or while studying.
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HOW WE PLAN
SOPHIE

@DogtorSoph

PLANNING
& STAGING
With most of us studying from
home, online recorded & zoom
lectures, and our schedules
constantly changing to adjust
to the times, it's extremely
crucial to stay on top of our
work and stay accountable.
My digital planner is ready for download, and I
promise it's going to keep you on track, productive,
and help you succeed. Track your weeks and days
by the hour, have personal and "business" to do lists
weekly & daily, keep track of your studying,
deadlines, due dates, and start forming good health,
school, or life habits.

The planner is a downloadable PDF that comes in 4 colors, has predated daily
and weekly pages from August 9th, 2020 to June 30th 2021, and works best
with any note taking app on a tablet (I use Notability on iPad with an Apple
pencil).

To get yours, go to dogtorsoph.com/plan
use code VETPLAN for a 10% discount!
For more instructions, visit dogtorsoph.com/how
or just send me a message!

HAPPY PLANNING!
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HOW WE TIME MANAGE
SYDNEY

@DayDVM

TO DO LISTS
I do my constant anxiety no favors by taking on a ton of work all the
time. I get so much fulfillment from all of these different things I do
though, so I decide to find a way to calm my brain and prioritize what i
do every day - by making lists! Lists and the ability to check off tasks
are what give me sanity when my brain is totally swimming with ideas
and tasks.

PHONE TO-DO LISTS
Making lists in my favorite phone app. I have used a variety of
list apps before, but for a while I have really liked the Actions
app for it's ease of use. I like using lists on my phone so that I
can carry those reminders with me anywhere.

DIGITAL PLANNERS & LISTS
I write out most of my lists on my iPad in Notability, since I use it
pretty much every day anyways. Usually I'm doing this in a digital
planner that has a space for weekly and/or daily lists. A planner
is essential for keeping track of deadlines, upcoming test dates,
meetings and extracurricular events. I get anxious over large todo lists and feel like I need to tackle everything all at once, so I
rely on planners to help me prioritize my lists of tasks.

I'm obsessed wit
h
@dogtorsoph's
new planner!

WHITE BOARD
Sometimes everything comes due and gets busy all at once, and
I can get really anxious over the feeling of so much to do in such
a short time. I'll resort to writing out literally every single thing I
have in my head onto the whiteboard, so it feels like I'm taking all
the stressful thoughts off my shoulders and putting it where I
can see it clearly and prioritize by importance and due date.
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HOW WE TIME MANAGE
HILVY

@LifeofaVet

GOOGLE CALENDARS
I input EVERYTHING from classes, optional lunch talks, meetings,
exercise time, due dates, exams, reminders, and more onto Google
Calendars so that I have something that I can easily access on my
phone, laptop, or tablet. It helps me stay on top of everything that is
going on. Depending on what scheduling program your school uses,
you may have the option to automatically import your class
schedules.
Google Tasks can be integrated right into your
calendar - your schedule and to-do list in one!
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HOW WE TIME MANAGE
MATT

@Dr.MattSchiffman
DAILY/WEEKLY PLANNING
I create a weekly agenda/to-do lists and
then break it down by the day. I don't
necessarily break it down by hour, so long as
I accomplish my agenda by the end of the
week. This allows for some flexibility in
scheduling in case something comes up or
plans change. In vet school, it is pretty easy
to get into a routine of 8-5 in school, come
home, make dinner, then studying for the
remainder of the night.
For tips with online learning, check out my
"tips for online learning post" from March!

(3/22/20)

SOPHIE

@Dogtor.Sophie

STAY AHEAD OF THE GAME
I have really bad ADD and ADHD so I have to allot extra time to do
EVERYTHING because I have trouble focusing, and then when I do focus
time tends to escape me. Things go better for me when I can schedule
out what I have to do that day as a best-case scenario but it’s not the
end of the world if I don’t finish it all. For example, during exams, I
schedule myself to be finished with every topic a week before the exam
so that way if I have spilled over I have time, and if I haven’t spilled over
then I have a week to go through little details and reinforce the final tid
bits. It also MASSIVELY reduces my stress levels when I am studying.
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HOW WE TIME MANAGE
NADA

@DogtorNada

PLAN STUDY TIME & SET BOUNDARIES
I’ve tried many ways – though one thing that doesn’t fail for me is to
have a planner of some sort! I love to bujo journal as you can see
here (these were from 3rd year!), however I have now gone digital –
and if your looking to support a fellow insta-vetstudent go to
@DogtorSoph’s page and get yourself a digital planner she made!
When exams come round, I will structure around each hour of the
day and have each day dedicated to one exam. I also have a personal
rule and that’s to not study for 4-5 hours after each exam, or until I at
least feel ready and rested to start studying for the next. All in all,
make sure you look after yourself whenever your studying, be that
before an exam or not.

#VETSCHOOL
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FAVORITE APPS
& TOOLS

In a time where technology could be your biggest distraction,
it can also be one of your greatest tools! There are so many
apps and tools out there to help with organization, notes, and
studying. It is important to find ones that work for you and
that help you succeed! Here are some tools and apps that we
have found helpful during school.
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FAVORITE
APPS & TOOLS
NOTABILITY
This app had the most repeat recommendations
from us. It is only available for Apple products
currently on the App Store and Mac App Store there are versions for phones, tablets, and
computers that can sync across devices.

NOTES
STUDYING
PLANNING
GROUP WORK

I can easily have all my lecture powerpoints in
one place, and to be able to draw on and
label pictures.
- Stephanie @Steph.VetMed

Notability is the best app to take notes on an iPad with an apple
pencil. There are highlight options and varying pen colors. It is
very easy to draw on anatomy images and take “hand written
notes” on the lecture slides. It also backs up everything to your
google drive. I highly recommend it!
- Lindsey @TheBestisVettoCome

#VETSCHOOL
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NOTABILITY
Allows you to annotate directly on lecture slide PDFs, write notes, record
lectures and see what you were writing down while the professor was
saying something important, and a lot more! There’s a ton of cloud
synching options available so that you never lose your notes and that they
save automatically.
Organization is really clean cut on this app making it easy to find your notes
quickly which is important when going back to revise for exams. A ton of
students use this app so you can share your notes together in notability
format or PDFs in case you miss class or helping someone out.
- Grant @Going.to.be.a.VMD

With an iPad it is so easy and nice to be able to annotate directly onto the
powerpoint, draw/label diagrams, insert photos, record your voice, or even
type. It also helps that the app helps you to organize your notes in different
folders. At the end of each semester, I would upload all my notes from
Notability to my Google Drive for keep-sakes.
- Courtney @DogtorCourt

I was recommended notability by my other classmates who have iPads
and apple pencils and I use it with those because I am a big believer in
written notes (but it is not practical to be lugging around your written
notes with you everywhere you go, and by my final year it has become
impossible.) With notability I can upload my lecture notes along with
articles and pictures and documents onto it and annotate them with the
pencil so it is just like how I would have written lecture notes on paper.
- Sophie @Dogtor.Sophie
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FAVORITE
APPS & TOOLS
MICROSOFT OFFICE
You should be able to sign into these apps with
your school account. These are essential for any
student for obvious reasons.
- Grant @Going.to.be.a.VMD
NOTES

WORD

STUDYING
PLANNING
GROUP WORK

OUTLOOK: Some schools use this as the go-to software for
school email accounts. I actually liked the usability much more
than apple mail, so I've switched all my accounts over!
- Sydney @DayDVM
ONENOTE: I use Microsoft OneNote, and I absolutely love it. I
am able to print lectures into OneNote, write on them, highlight,
type notes, insert links, add attachments, the list goes on! It
provides full flexibility for effective note taking.
- Matt @Dr.MattSchiffman

ONENOTE: Allows for annotations on the downloaded slides
from lectures. It also organizes things into various folders. You
can organize subject, years, and semesters quite easily!
- Sami @DogtorHamm

EXCEL

POWERPOINT

OUTLOOK

ONENOTE
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FAVORITE
APPS & TOOLS
PROCREATE
Graphic design and illustration app that is really
useful for anatomy or spicing up your notes.
Definitely learn the ins and outs of how to make
layers and this can help you quiz yourself on
anatomy specimens.
- Grant @Going.to.be.a.VMD

NOTES
STUDYING
PLANNING
GROUP WORK

PDF EXPERT

(1/14/20)

This is a simple app I used on my iPad for
notetaking, especially first and second year
when I wanted to draw on anatomy or histology
diagrams.
- Sami @DogtorHamm
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FAVORITE
APPS & TOOLS
ZOOM
Ok, now literally everyone knows Zoom. They
do have an iPad app which is decent. You can
set up zoom on your iPad and then have your
computer free to take notes or multitask and
get other work done that fits your workflow.
- Grant @Going.to.be.a.VMD

NOTES
STUDYING
PLANNING
GROUP WORK

SOME KEY FEATURES TO KNOW FOR VIRTUAL CLASSES:
- Screen Sharing
- Breakout Rooms
- Chat feature

- Live polls
- Record Meetings
- Fun Backgrounds

- Customizable Screen
Name
- Schedule Meetings

My entire life seems to have become one large Zoom meeting
since online learning got implemented. We were able to sign into
our accounts through our school so that we have some more
capabilities compared to free accounts. I use Zoom for certain
"live" classes, study groups, club and committee meetings, and
even just hanging out with friends when it's not possible to meet
up!
- Sydney @DayDVM
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FAVORITE
APPS & TOOLS
MICROSOFT TEAMS

NOTES
STUDYING
PLANNING

In the COVID-19 pandemic many schools have
been utilizing MS teams to get group work
done. There’s video chatting and screensharing
abilities as well as more free storage for your
team which is used through OneDrive based on
your school account.
- Grant @Going.to.be.a.VMD

GROUP WORK

NOTION
If you are more on the tech savvy side and
looking for one application that does
everything. You can make calendars, to do
lists, and study guides for active recall
preparation. I would look up youtube videos for
full tutorials about using this app as a student
to get the most out of it.
- Grant @Going.to.be.a.VMD

NOTES
STUDYING
PLANNING
GROUP WORK
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FAVORITE
APPS & TOOLS
QUIZLET

NOTES
STUDYING
PLANNING
GROUP WORK

Every student knows quizlet and they have a
specific app for iPad and iOS! You can take your
card decks anywhere with you and study and
review with their amazing study software that
really gets the information to stick in your brain.
Also with quizlet you can use other student’s
decks they made if you are in the same class or
someone has already taken that class. This can
give you a head start on studying if you are in a
time crunch and don’t have time to make your
own flash cards.
- Grant @Going.to.be.a.VMD
Though I don’t use it myself, I am genuinely
blessed to have friends who share their quizzes.
- Nada @DogtorNada

While I don't make my own quizlets as much anymore, some of
my classmates make insanely awesome card decks for exams
(even including pictures and diagrams sometimes) and are kind
enough to share them! Sometimes we would use Zoom's "Share
Screen" option and go through flashcards as a study group.
- Sydney @DayDVM
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FAVORITE
APPS & TOOLS

NOTES
STUDYING
PLANNING
GROUP WOR
K

GOOGLE DRIVE
I use the drive all the time for group work. You can
share, view and edit documents, spreadsheets, or
even whole folders. I use it for all of my club and
committee activities and any other group work there
might be for classes.
- Sydney @DayDVM
I found the Team Drives INCREDIBLY helpful! I use Team Drives with
study groups, class group work, and now for clinic rotations. It is nice
because everyone can access Google Docs and do assignments or take
notes together. Additionally, people can upload their study guides for
everyone to access and use to form a collaborative environment. It's
been great for student clubs too and keeping everything organized.
- Hilvy @LifeofaVet

GOOGLE DOCS
Not really an app but it’s what I use to retype my
notes onto so that all my notes are saved onto the
drive in case my computer ever stops working and I
lose all my work.
- Stephanie @Steph.VetMed
Google Sheets & Google
Slides are also a must!
- Nada @DogtorNada

GOOGLE
SHEETS

GOOGLE
SLIDES
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FAVORITE
APPS & TOOLS

NOTES
STUDYING
PLANNING
GROUP WORK

FOREST

ly
(Yes, these are real
that
two different apps
just look similar)

I recently started using this app, and it’s a great
way to keep me off of my phone. You get to
plant cute plants in the time you set, and when
you get enough points, you can use it to plant
real trees. It’s a win-win!
- Stephanie @Steph.VetMed

FLORA

Flora is a cute little free app that starts growing
a tree, flower, etc when you start a timer. If any
other apps are opened (besides answering a
phone call) the plant will die. It keeps me
focused and away from touching my phone!
- Lindsey @TheBestisVettoCome

FOCUS
Has the same underlying aim like Forest or
Study Bunny – to get you in the zen to study.
- Nada @DogtorNada
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FAVORITE
APPS & TOOLS
STUDY BUNNY

NOTES
STUDYING
PLANNING
GROUP WORK

There are many apps like this where you grow a
flower etc as you study for longer but this one has a
cute little bunny who studies with you on your phone
screen. You can choose the amount of time you want
to spend studying and pause it for breaks and it will
track your productivity and give you little inspirational
messages. You can also write lists of things you want
to cover and check them off, and when you reach
your study goals you earn points that you can use to
feed the bunny carrots haha…kind of like a Tamagotchi
(for all my 90s babies) but I like it for the productivity
tracking and it feels like someone is studying with me
when I am studying alone.
- Sophie @Dogtor.Sophie

GENERAL MUST-HAVE APPS
Not necessarily studying apps, but must have apps for veterinary students.
- Matt @Dr.MattSchiffman

Plumbs

MN Urolith
Center

TARGET

ViralVet

Merck Vet
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FAVORITE
APPS & TOOLS
ZUKU & VETPREP
If you haven't already, I recommend signing up for
the daily Zuku or VetPrep NAVLE questions. I do
them every day and file them into a separate email
folder. While in my first year I barely got anything
right, it was really encouraging when I started
having more answers right in my second and third
years!
- Hilvy @LifeofaVet

ADOBE ACROBAT READER DC
My most used tool on my macbook pro. I download
slides here, then edit them, add notes, highlight,
put comments. I can then export my slides as a pdf,
or combine it to another file. I can add signatures to
documents, or make my own pdf files here.
Upload it to the Adobe cloud, or email your notes
to your friends after you’ve edited them – Adobe
Acrobat Reader is your mate (and its free!!)
- Nada @DogtorNada

NOTES
STUDYING
PLANNING
GROUP WORK
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FAVORITE
APPS & TOOLS
ACTIONS
Visually appealing way to make to do lists and set
reminders, due dates, or make them repeat.
Intuitive and easy to use features like swiping
completed items and being able to rearrange lists.
- Sydney @DayDVM

NOTES
STUDYING
PLANNING
GROUP WORK

ANATOMY APPS
These are the apps I used to help with anatomy. During our 3rd quarter of
first year our anatomy lab was unfortunately virtual, and these apps helped
visual in a moveable 3-D image what I needed to know! Some even allow
you to isolate just muscles, bones, nerves, vessels etc!
- Lindsey @TheBestisVettoCome

Dog
Anatomy:
Canine 3D

EasyAnatomy:

vet-Anatomy

3D Canine
Anatomy

3D Bovine
Anatomy
Software

3D Horse
Anatomy
Software

#VETSCHOOL
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ANATOMY TIPS

Anatomy is one of the courses in first year that many students
get anxious about, and it is definitely one of the most
important! Learning the names of every little body part, their
actions, innervations, and more can seem daunting, especially
compared to the way we may be used to learning in other
courses.
AND with this guide being put together in 2020 ( ) we know
there are also the added concerns over learning anatomy all
or partially online - we have been there and wanted to give
you our list of advice to help you rock anatomy, whatever
way you're learning it!
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ANATOMY TIPS
Take it step by step.

Almost everyone struggles with

anatomy, you are not alone if you struggle!
Manage your time! I spent a lot of my study time first year
on anatomy, but you have other subjects as well! Do not
neglect them.
Reach out for help early if you need it. It’s hard to dig
yourself out of a hole.
You will know how to best prepare for an exam after the
first exam when you get a feel for what your professor
wants you to know and the kinds of questions they ask.
Draw things out if you are a visual learner.
Create flow charts for blood flow, diagrams for different
muscles and bones, and go into the lab whenever you can
to help to visualize everything.
Repetition is key for anatomy. If you’re in lab, talk through
blood flow or muscles and then have a friend do the same
to you.
Use online resources for things you don’t understand!
There are lots of videos and resources available to you that
you may learn a concept better from in comparison to the
way it was explained to you in class.
Repetition, repetition, repetition. Trying it a different way
each time.
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ANATOMY TIPS
Draw it out, talk it out, go into the lab and figure it out. I
enjoyed working in groups and talking it out with
classmates. I also found it helpful to ask myself, " Why do I
think

it

is

this

structure?"

use

other

anatomic

landmarks/locations to reason with yourself why this
would be that answer.
It also helps to practice on yourself (when you can) or your
pet if you have one!
I draw everything, VIN also has 3D models that you can
move around and add and remove layers which I have
found really helpful.
Don't feel like you have to spend hours and hours in the lab
outside of regular hours just because other people are. We
all learn differently, and for some of us it's easier to learn
by spending the hours drawing it out or conceptualizing!
Learn systems by yourself and then teach others! Talking
out loud will help you remember structures a lot better,
especially when you are preparing for any VIVA/Bellinger
examinations. I used to record myself talking through
specific

systems/groups

so

I

could

recordings later on to help me study.

re-watch

the

#VETSCHOOL
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TOP TIPS FOR 1ST YEAR
Our most important lessons learned from starting vet school.
Hint: it's not all about classes!

SOPHIE

@Dogtor.Sophie

Make a study schedule.
Make friends.
Take breaks!!

COURTNEY

@DogtorCourt

Always make time for the people & things you love and enjoy doing.
It's what will keep you sane!
Take at least one day off every week! For me, a lot of my nights off
would be exam days. If we have an exam on Thursday, when I got
home Thursday night I was pouring a glass of wine, grabbing my
favorite meal, and watching a movie. No books allowed (unless there
was another exam within the next 48 hours haha).
Don't change your study habits just because thats what your
classmates are doing. What works for them, may not work for you and
vice versa. I fell into this trap and because of it, it took me all first
semester to figure out what truly worked for me.
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TOP TIPS FOR 1ST YEAR
SAMI

@DogtorHamm

Don't over commit yourself to clubs or experiences in the first year.
Your transition to Vet School is hard enough without overcommitting.
Don’t sweat your grades too much. You need to pass and need to
understand the material to the best of your ability, but if you are no
longer a straight A student, that’s OKAY.
It’s okay to not be okay. Reach out if you need help.
Make sure you’re taking care of yourself. Eat healthy, get some
workouts in, get enough sleep, and have some fun when you can.

Get into a routine. Maybe you spend your mornings with your dog, go
to class, come home and relax for an hour or work out, then study. Find
a routine that works for you and stick to it.

LIANNE

@VetMedKid

Lianne's got a video all about
preparing for vet school on her

Youtube Channel

VetMedKid
Some info to help you feel more
prepared and relaxed about
starting vet school (especially
helpful for The University of
Queensland students).

How to enroll, Equipment, Social
media, Living options, Study spaces,
Textbooks/ resources, Note taking.
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TOP TIPS FOR 1ST YEAR
SYDNEY

@DayDVM

Remember that your grades do not define your intelligence.

Pay attention to your limits. At a certain point, you have reached your
peak of studying for a day, or even a week. Sometimes the best thing, no
matter how prepared or unprepared you feel, is to just stop and enjoy
life, your family and friends.
Get involved! I never joined any clubs in undergrad or grad school, and I
certainly didn't plan to join so many once I got to vet school.
Extracurriculars can be a huge source of support and enjoyment, and
there's some really cool ones in vet school!

LINDSEY

@TheBestisVettoCome

Never give up and don’t dwell on grades. Bad grades do not mean you
are a bad vet!
Join clubs and get involved! I participated in community outreach and it
made me smile through rough times and constantly reminded me why I
wanted to be a veterinarian.
Don’t be afraid to ask questions! Chances are someone else has the
exact same question. The professors also want to see you succeed and
are always willing to help and meet if you need information explained.
Take time for yourself! Go out with friends, spend time with family or
your pets and take a night off studying at least once a week.
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TOP TIPS FOR 1ST YEAR
NADA

@DogtorNada

Make sure your nutrition is on point – your eating habits will not only
dictate your moods, but also your study performance. Healthy meals
or even meal prepping will save you time but also ensure you're not
snacking on too many unhealthy meals.
Treat yo self!!!! And by that I mean, take that midday nap or go take
your dog for a well deserved walk. Break up your studying a little –
there's nothing worse then realizing you spent more than half your
day procrastinating because you were forcing yourself to study (I too
am guilty of this!).
Exercise: Honestly this is a game changer. Whether its am or pm, or
even midday – just get up and even 20 minutes will help you get that
stress, anxiety and frustration out. Put on your leg warmers, or sweat
bands – your choice haha – but get that body in motion. Yoga, pilates,
HIIT, weights, etc – doesn’t matter what you choose, just do
something and get those endorphins pumping around your body!
You’ll thank me later.
Remember why you got into Vet school – this often propels you to
study a bit harder and not forget the grand scheme of this entire
journey! Which leads me to saying never ever EVER, think that your
grades define you. You are MORE than just a vet student! Each of you
bring something special to this world.

MATT

@Dr.MattSchiffman

The first semester will be an adjustment, and that's ok. Just
take it day by day and roll with the adjustments. Stay focused,
stick to a routine, and have fun.
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TOP TIPS FOR 1ST YEAR
JUANCHO

@Juancho.the.Student.Vet

Don’t spread yourself too thin! You will want to join a million things at
once, but you will later come to realize that if you overcommit you will
end up disappointing yourself, and others around you. Stick to a few
things and dedicate your time to what truly interests you. Do your best
with a few things rather than a mediocre job with several commitments.
Go out for the night. There is nothing wrong with enjoying a night out
with friends, having some drinks, and attending the SALSA nights at
your local club! REMEMBER THAT YOU ARE A HUMAN, you will need
these mental breaks.
Be yourself! Be proud, be authentic, and don’t worry about what other
people in your class may think about you. You will learn that vet school
can resemble high school in many ways. Remember that you are there
to become a doctor and to create opportunities for yourself! Think
outside the box, don’t spend your time trying to please other people.
Learn how to say NO. Value your time and don’t feel bad about it. Being
a YES person will lead to burnout.
If you are a minority in the profession and/or your class, don’t worry
you will eventually find your niche! If you feel like there is a lack of
community don’t be afraid to create your own. The sky is the limit, don’t
limit yourself.
Make friends outside of vet school, this will help you take a break when
you need it the most. Believe it or not, interacting with people that are
enduring a different struggle can help you gain fresh new perspectives.
If you are experiencing mental health issues don’t be feel ashamed or
embarrassed, talk to someone! I have seen a counselor before, and it
helped me stay grounded throughout the year. #youmatter
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SYDNEY

SAMI

@DayDVM

@DogtorHamm

Tufts University
2nd year

University of Illinois
4th year

WEBSITE:
daydvm.com

IG LIVE SERIES:
The Vet Mentality

GRANT

STEPHANIE

@Going.to.be.a.VMD

@Steph.VetMed

University of Pennsylvania
2nd year

Cornell University
4th year

BLOG:

goingtobeavmd.wordpress.com

MATT

CO-FOUNDER:
Association of Asian Vet
Med Professionals

COURTNEY

@Dr.MattSchiffman

@DogtorCourt

Purdue University
4th year

Michigan State University
4th year

WEBSITE:
drmattschiffman.com

YOUTUBE CHANNEL:
dogtorcourt
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SOPHIE

HILVY

@Dogtor.Sophie

@LifeofaVet

Royal Veterinary College
4th year

UC Davis
4th year

NADA

LINDSEY

@DogtorNada
University of Adelaide
5th year

LIANNE

@TheBestisVettoCome
University of Illinois
4th year

SOPHIA

@VetMedKid

@DogtorSoph

University of Queensland
4th year

Lincoln Memorial University

YOUTUBE CHANNEL:
vetmedkid

3rd year

WEBSITE:
dogtorsoph.com

JUANCHO
@Juancho.the.Student.Vet
Ontario Veterinary College
3rd year
CO-FOUNDER:
Latinx Vet Med Association

NOW, GO TAKE
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BY THE HORNS!
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